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Whether travelers are planning their city break in advance or want instant guidance exploring,

Cadogan City Guides are the ideal companions. They provide a truly accessible way into the heart

of a city, with a unique introductory full-color section packed with ideas for days out and itineraries

and extensive, cross-referenced maps with all listings clearly marked (the fullest listings of any city

guide available). They also include a wealth of engaging cultural and historical knowledge, along

with anecdotes and colorful stories written in the enthusiastic, informed, personal way for which

Cadogan is renowned.London has never been so des red or desirable as it right now. Visitors from

all over the world are clamoring to be a part of the most exciting city in Europe -- 13 million make the

journey from overseas every year. This colorful new guide about Cadogan's home city takes in the

fast-changing art galleries, museums, sights, scenes, and shops. The youthful glamour of Notting

Hill, the elegance of Knightsbridge, and the gritty chic of Soho are all explored, alongside new sites

such as the London Eye and Tate Modern. Lesser-known delights are also revealed, inducting the

latest art discoveries, the best markets, and the quirkiest bookstores. Vastly expanded listings --

more than any other competitive guide -- are clearly mapped and include all the latest places to

stay, bars, restaurants, and cafes, including the Cadogan team's own favorite haunts!
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"Understated, humorous writing."--The New York Daily News (US)"Suggested itineraries, listings

and colour helps you live like a local."--House and Garden (UK)"For a city holiday, try the Cadogan



series . . . very readable, attractively presented and packed with essential basic information." --Daily

Mail (UK) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

London has been entertaining visitors for two millennia now - and it's pretty sure it knows how to

give them a good time. To fill the days, there are world-famous museums, monuments, palaces,

shops and parks. And when the sun goes down Londoners show the world how to party, with a

mind-boggling variety of pubs, restaurants, theatres, concerts and clubsThis guide is packed with

ideas - for discovering literary, riverside, outdoor, royal or kids' London.Inside you'll find personal

recommendations and insider knowledge to help you find the best of the city, from the ancient tower

of London to the Millennium Bridge. 145 hotels, 240 restaurants, and 215 pubs, plus theatre, ballet,

opera, comedy and festivals. There are 25 detailed maps and 16 pages of full-color maps with

grid-references to help you find all the sights and recommendations in this guide, as well as

itineraries and guided walks that takes you around Dickens' London, to the pick of the museums, on

a tour of Hampstead Heath, and to live it up Londoner-style. (5 x 8 1/2, 432 pages, color photos,

maps)
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